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Abstract: Searching the sequential file to detect a given substring is a common
problem appearing, among others, in text processors and database search syste ms. One
possible approach is DOmmen's constrained edit distance algorithm. The paper
con tai ns a brief description of this algorithm and some results of a simulation
experiment regarding accuracy and execution speed of the algorithm depending on the
probability of the insertion, deletion and substitution errors. The pape r also presents
one possible practical application of the algorithm to search procedu res. Application is
based on reduction of the dictionary size according to the probability of editing errors
and organization of the contents of the dict ionary in a way to so as speed up the search
process . Some comparative simulation results are presented illustrat ing direct and
suggested practical applications of the constrained edit distance algorithm to search
procedures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A common problem in text processing and database search procedures is
detection of a given substr ing in a sequent ial file. A seque nt ial file can be considered a
sequence of words in a finite dict ionary without loss in gene rality. Searching for the
appearance of a particular str ing U by exact matching means determi ning all the words
in the dictionary containing U as a continuous subst ring.
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Unfortunately, very often one faces the problem that the given string U is a
noisy one, damaged usually by editing or spelling errors. Let's denote by Ya noisy
version of string U. The result of a search using exact matching is a set of words
containing noisy string Y, or an empty set even if t here exist some words in t he
dictionary containing the original str ing U as their continuous substring.

Damareau II) noticed t hat most of the errors appearing in strings are actually
caused by subst itution, deletion , insertion or changi ng the posit ion of the symbol. He
reduced the string comparison problem to edit transformation-based compar isons .
Si nce a posit ion changing transformation can be expressed by a transformation
sequence consisting of one deletion and one insertion , decreasing dras tically the
complexity of the comparison problem, most of the researchers in the field deal only
with substitution, deletion and insertion t ransform at ions.

Usage of Levenshtein's metrics brought significant improvement in this field
[3J. Levenshtein's distance between two given strings is the minimal number of edit
transformations required to transform one st r ing to another .

One of the papers based on Levenshtein's distance is 14). In the paper Dommen
considers the problem of noisy subsequences and formulates a correction algorithm
based on Levenshtein's distance. The paper contains certain experimental results
approving correctness of the algorithm. The same aut hor suggests some improvem ents
to this algo rit hm in [5, 6}that are of quadratic computational complexity.

In designing and applying st ring comparison algorithms two basic requests
appear. The first one is the accuracy of the algo rith m (robustness of the tec hnique
concerning the nu mber of errors in the noisy damaged string) t hat should be the
greatest possible. The second one, particularly in on- line processing, is t he execution
time that should be the shortes t possible. When two requests are in contradiction they
are resolved in practical applicat ions by reasonable.compromise .

The first part of the paper presents a brief description of the algo rithm
proposed in (5,6) and its direct application to search problems followed by some
simulation results intended to illustrate its performances regarding accuracy and
execution time efficiency . The second part of the paper presents an improved
application of the same algorithm that increases t ime efficiency keeping accuracy at
the same level.

2. DIRECT SEARCH FOR A NOISY SUBSTRING
USING CONSTRAINED EDIT DISTANCE

2.1. Constrained edit distance algorithm

The problem solved by the constrained edit distance algorithm can be

formulated in the following way. Let us select string X· from limited known dict ionary

H . First, some of its symbols are randomly deleted giving a subseque nce of st ring X·
that we shall denote by U . Then st ring U passes through the communication channel
where some insertion, substitution and deletion errors occur giving the noisy version
of st ring U denoted by Y . The receiver receives string Y . The aim of the algorithm is

to recognize string X· knowing string Y and dictionary H .
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The result of the algorithm is a real number corresponding to Levenshtein'a
distance between two strings under constrained editing. Executing the algorithm
supposes knowing some characteristics of the communication channel. These
characteristics are the probability of symbol insertion, the probability of symbol
deletion and the probability that some symbol is going to be replaced by so me other
symbol from the limited alphabet over which the string is constructed.

In the algorithm a three-dimensional matrix W u nder constrained editing is
calcu lated using the dynamic programming method. From matrix W one can directly
obtain the value of the constrained edit distance for these two strings. The
computational complexity of the procedure directly calculating this matrix is cubic.
Applying some constraints obtained from the statistical characteristics of" . the
communication channel leads to a modification of the algorithm reducing
computational complexity to a quadratic one without loss in accuracy [5,6].

Any modification of or damage to t he string occurring over a single symbol can
be considered an elementary edit operation . These operat ions are insertion, deletion
and substitu tio n of the symbol since the permutation of two symbols can be reduced to
successive deletion and insertion or two substitutions. Elementary edit distance (d) is
assigned to each elementary edit operation. Elementary edit distance is a function of
two variables and according to the number of possible edit operations it appears in
three forms

d (xj ,yj ) . Distance corresponding to replacing Xi by Yj ' xj,Y j E A

d(xi ,0) . Distance corresponding to deleting xi ' Xi e A

d(0,Yj) • Distance corresponding to inserting Yi : Yj E A

The strings under comparison X and Y consist of symbols belonging to alphabet A.
while 0 is an empty symbol that does not belong to A. Indices i and i represent the
position of the symbol in the strings. The symbol 0 is used to equalize the lengths of
t he str ings under comparison. All possible transfonnations of st ring X to string Y are
given by limit ed set r (X,Y ). Its cardinality is

( 1)

where IXI and IYI are the lengths of st rings X and Y·respectively. It is easy to notice
tha t the number of elements in this set depends only on the lengths of the strings
under comparison. To each element of the set r ( X,Y) one can assign the value of the
sum of the constrained edit distances corresponding to the edit ope rations required to

transform string X to string Y .

Since the general Levenshtein distance D(X, Y) between strings X and Y represents
the mi nimum of the sum of the edit distances assigned to edit ope rations required to

•
transform X to Y , it is given by the expression
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(2 )

It is obvious that set r (x.y ) contains a large number of elements. To
decrease the necessary computation one introduces some const raints . These
constraints can be classified in two categories. The first category covers the constraints
caused by t he impossibility of carrying out some edit t ransformation due to a difference
in str ings lengths. The second one contains the constraints imposed by the properties of
the communication channel and they represent the maximal number of specific
operations that can be performed on a st ring.

The final version of the algorithm based on constrained edit distances is
obtained after observing some important properties of matrix W that enable the
computation of four two-dimensional matrices instead of three-dimensional matrix
[5,61·

2.2. Direct search procedure using the const rained edit distance a lgorithm

The app lication of this algorithm to search procedures reduces naturally to
dete rmining the string from the dictionary that has the minimal constrained edit
distance from the input st ring. The simplest and most direct application is given by the
following pseudocode.

Algorithm SearchForString

Input: (i) Limited dictionary H .L - expected number of insertions
occurring in transfer.

•
(ii) Y - noisy version of unknown st ring X from
dictionary H .

Output: String X· with minimal edit distance from string X· .
Method:

For each string X E H do
Begin

If L is a feasible value Then
T ·L

Else
T ::: closest feasible value L
ConstrainedDistance (X, Y ,d ,"D(Ti(X ,Y»

X · ::: X
En d

End of Algori thm SearchForString

The detailed algorithm of the procedure ConstrainedDistance is given in [2].

Some sim ula ions have been carried out using this program to indicate the
performance of this 8.t1 r-i thm. According to practical requirements tests are related to
accu racy and execution e. The results of the first group of tests are expressed by the
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bou nds of the maximal number of errors per string al lowing the algorithm to produce
exact search results . The second group of tests relates to determining the dependency of
the execution t ime on the probability of a particular class of errors. Tests have been
carried out on a dictionary containing 100 strings representing words in the Serbian
language and using a PC486 computer .

Simulation results showing the accuracy of the algorithm for given examples
are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Accuracy of the algorit hm

Test Insertion Deletion Substitution Average Number of Accuracy
No probability probability probability number or "ruts" in 500 (%)

errorslst~~ te,ts
I 0.03 0.5 0.1 491 98.2044.7680
2 0.03 0.1 0.5 44.9280 500 100.00
3 0.20 0.3 0.2 50.1640 496 99.20
4 0.03 0.6 0.1 52.2300 292 58.40
5 0.03 0.1 0.6 52.3755 493 98.59
6 0.03 0.1 0.7 58.9360 396 79.20
7 0.03 0.3 0.5 59.4000 247 49.40
8 0.03 0.2 0.6 59.7900 310 62.00

The results indicate that accuracy does not depend directly on the average
number of errors per st ring (see rows 4 and 5). From this experiment one could
conclude that the algorithm is more sens itive to the deletion than to the substitution of
symbols (see rows 4 and 5 as well as 7 and 8) .

The general conclusion that could be derived from the above results is that the
algor ithm works correctly when the string contains not more than 50% damaged
symbols.

Execution time is analyzed with respect to the in fluence of one of the following
probabilit ies: deletion probability, insertion probability an d substitution probability.
Exper iments were carried out so as to vary one of these probabilities keeping the other
probabilit ies at minimal value 0.01. Relative execution times (with respect to execution
t ime for P inaen ion == P l ub5btut>on =P dclelion = 0.01) are presented in the following Tabl es.

T ab le 2 . Dependence of execution time on deletion probability

P.•. 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40
Relative

execution LOO 0.95 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.76

time

Table 3. Dependence of execution time on subst itution probability

P 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

Relative
execution LOO 0.95 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.82' 0.79 0.76

time
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•
Table 4 . Dependence of execution time on insertion probability

P 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0 .25 0 .30 0.35 0.40

Relative
execution 1.00 0.95 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.76

time

3. IMPROVED SEARCH PROCEDURE BASED ON THE
CONSTRAINED EDIT DISTANCE ALGORITHM AND ITS

PERFORMANCES

3. 1. Improved search procedure

The basic assumption for the imp roved applicat ion of the constrained edit
distance algorithm is as follows.

The probability that a certain st ring from the dictionary is the original of the
noi sy string decreases with increasing difference in the length between t he noisy st ri ng
and the st ring from the dictionary. This assumption has an additional condition when
applying the constrained edit distance algorithm that allows a comparison of the given
st ring and a string from the dictionary only if the absolute value of this difference
belongs to a fixed interval. The bounds of this interval can be simply determined
according to deletion and insertion probabilities. The lower bound of the interval can be
determi ned as the ave rage length of the st rings from the dictionary multiplied by the
deletion probability and by a certain constant value. The upper bound of the interval
can be determined as the average length of the strings from the dictionary multiplied
by the insertion probability and also by a certain constant value. The multiplication
constant can be determined experimentally for 8 particular dictionary to satisfy the
compromise between accuracy and execu tion speed.

With these assu mpt ions, it is possible to construct the search procedure so tha t
the nu mber of strings to be compared ( to compute the constrai ned edit distance) with
the noisy st ring is decreased, but this procedure st ill accesses al l the st rings in the
dictionary.

If the st rings in the dictionary are sorted by length in ascending order, it is
possible to apply a binary search and find the shortest string in the dictionary satisfying
the condition stated by the first assumption. Then, all the strings below a the upper
bound are compared with the noisy string. The algorithm is given by the following
pseudocode.

ALGOR ITIll\1 FindString (X[fl laver_ lengt h. const . Y. Pinurtion.Pchldiem ' P .ubstitution '

( X"", )

Input : Xln]

aver _ length
conet

- Dictionary of n strings sorted by length in
ascending order
- Average length of the strings in the dictionary
- Experi mental ly determined constant
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Y

Ou t p u t :Xorig

- Noisy substring
- Error probabilities

- Original st ring from the dictionary

Constants: MaximumDistance - Maximal expected distance

Method.L 'e aver length-p, ~_
- 11IM".....1l

upper = canst- aver_ length - Ptkldioll

lower = canst- aver length.p. ~_
- 11IM.......1l

For i = 1 to n
distance[i] = MaximumDistance
By binary search find q - the first index satisfying:

length CX[q)l = (length(Y) - upper»
For i = q until length (X [i ] )« lengt h(Y) + lower » do
StartForBlock

IfL s length (Y) A ( L >m= (O,length(Y)-length (X [i] )))

T=L
else

If L > length(Y)
T = length(Y)

else
T = max (O, length(Y)- length (X [i]»

dlstanceji] = ConstrainedDistance ( X [i ].Y, P, llMrtiorI ,Pcku tiotl' P, ubstitll.tiotI ,T )
EndForBlock
Xorig = Xli] sat is fying distanceji] = Min distance UJ

je [O.Il)

En d

END OF ALGORITHM FindString.

3.2. P erformances o f the improved search procedure

In order to apply the suggested search procedure it was necessary to determine
the value of the constant const to sa tisfy the compromise between accuracy and
execut ion speed.

In this paper we determined experime ntally that this value should be within
the interval 12,2.5J. For the experiment we used dictionaries containing 200 strings
with a normal distrib ution . The average lengths of the st rings in the dictionaries .. .....~~
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15 and 10 with standard deviation I , 2, 3 and 4. T he results of the experiment are
shown in following tables.

Ta b le 6 . Simulation results for fi n.ur1lOn ::: P'llb3"litutlOlI "" PrhktlO'I ::: 010 ,

Average string length = 15

Deviation , 3 2 1
Const Correct Strings Correct Strings Correct Stnngs Correct Strings

accessed accessed accessed accessed

O~ 88.60% 200 93.50% 200 92.7';(, 200 88.8% 200

1.00 52.20% 25.89 71.20% 69 .54 70.20% 91.50 43.10% 69.80

1.50 68.60% 50.46 73.00% 69.59 71.50% 92.51 65.80% 122.89
2.00 78.00% 74.05 83.90% 100.03 82.60% 124.39 78.80% 162.83
2 .50 87.40% 94.54 90.80% 123 .15 90.50% 152.08 85.50% 179 .04
3 .00 85,30% 94.95 93.30% 144.97 92.70% 173 .44 86.50% 181.84

3 .50 90.80% 112.73 93.10% 143 .06 93 .90% 172.24 87.50% 193.30

' 00 89.90% 131.90 94.40% 162 .02 94.40% 183.37 89.50% 197.68
4.50 89.70% 1-17.24 93.00% 174 .76 94.40% 190 64 87.70% 199 ,08

5.00 88.70% 147.22 93.10% 182.31 93.40% 195.31 88.70% 199.44
5,50 89 .60% 158.91 93.50% 184 ,1 6 93.90% 192.88 89.70% 199.90

Table 7. Simulation results rOT ~lUl'rtlOIli :: P.u1nhtldlolll :: P.uktlOlli :: 0.15.
Average string length = 15

Deviat ion , 3 I 2 1-Const Correct Strings Correct Strings ; rrecr Strings Correct Strings
accessed accessed accessed accessed

O~a1 86.80% 200 8650% 200 88.00% 200 88.5% 200
1.00 50.50% 45.73 47.40% 57 ,68 49 ,50% 78.49 -11.80% 99.01
1.50 70.20% 67.41 69.20% 8-1,81 70.30% 110.76 68.90% 142.60
2.00 81. 40% 89.67 82.30% 105.67 86.10% 159.24 80,60% 168.44
2.50 85.30% 108.06 87.50% 147.65 88.20% 174.47 88. 10% 195 .38
3.00 87 .40% 140.57 87.80% 160.84 88.50% 187.13 89.10% 198 .65
3 .50 86.90% 151.7 1 86.70% 174.02 88.90% 193.47 89.20% 199.78
4.00 86 .00% 163.64 85 .70% 182.14 87.80% 196.60 89.0Q<l. 199 .96
4 50 87.10% 172.31 87,80% 188 .74 88,3~ 198.77 8690% 200.00
5.00 8 7.40% 17876 87,30% 192 .74 88.00% 199.74 87.60% 200.00
5 .50 85 ,10% 18462 86.90% 195.27 87.20% 199.77 88.20% 200.00
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Table 8. Simulation results fo r P ... =P b . . =Pd I ' = 0 10I1IU, ,Ion su st llu l lOn e etlOn ' ,

Average str ing length = 10

Deviation 4 3 2 1
Const Correct Strings Correct Stri ngs Correct St rings Correct Strings

accessed accessed .. accessed .. accessed
O~nal 88.00l{. 200 87.40% 200 86.60% 200 86.00% 200
1.00 44 .90% 25.71 62.70% 36.54 61.40% 54.17 61.30% 80.33
1.50 68,60% 49.68 62.90% 35.77 66.00% 55.78 63.50% 79.86

2.00 80.40% 73.70 79.60% 68.99 80.40% 100.05 79.30% 139.94
2.50 88.40% 95.47 80 .60% 67.73 79.30% 97.4 2 77.20% 135.20
3.00 86.50% 94.54 85.60% 98.90 84.30% 139.73 83 .20% 174.80
3.50 88.30% 116.90 83 .70% 99.72 84,60% 138.15 85 .10% 174.66
4.00 89 .10% 132.81 87.50% 126.75 85 .90% 164.75 87 ,90% 189.93
4.50 88 .80% 147.45 88.20% 125.86 86.70% 163.94 89.00% 190.44
5.00 89.20% 147.00 86.80% 144.85 85 .90% 180.15 88 .60% 195.56
5.50 87.40% 156.36 87.80% 144.41 87 .90% 180.92 87 .70% 197.25

Table 9 . Simulation results for fi 'l-UrtUm = ~uba-tituhon = Pckk tio" = 0.15,
Average st ring length = 10

Deviation 4 3 2 1
Const Correct Strings Correct Strings Correct Strings Correct Strings

accessed accessed accessed accessed

O~nal 75.80% 200 77.60% 200 76.00% 200 76.30% 200
1.00 40.80% 23.41 41.90% 36.27 41.00% 44.71 38.90% 72.93
1.50 55.60% 47.84 61.70% 73.62 57.60% 82.35 55.70% 123.97
2.00 69.00% 68.89 71.40% 104.23 71.00% 117.45 74.00% 167.05
2.50 73.30% 88.68 75.20% 127.68 76.50% 144.19 77.80% 184.52
3.00 73.00% 89.80 77.50% 127.45 75.70% 143.34 75.30% 183.41
3.50 72.80% 106.07 77.80% 150.76 79.40% 164.66 78.10% 193.92
4.00 73.80% 124.32 78.50% 165 .95 77.70% 178.58 75.60% 197.76
4.50 74.60% 126.33 77.40% 177.47 74.90% 187.97 76.20% 199.67
5.00 73.30% 139.52 77.60% 179.72 76.90% 187.58 75.70% 199.64
5.50 74.30% 155.54 75.50% 186 .84 75.60% 194.33 78.30% 199.88

Since the main goal of the suggested application was to improve the time
efficiency of the search procedure based on constrained edit distance, some tests have
been carried out to illustrate the level of improvement in ti me efficiency keeping the
same level of accuracy.

To the indicate possible application of the search procedu re, tests were carried
out on a dictionary containing 100 strings (Dictionary 1) and a dictionary containing
366 strings (Dictionary 2). Both dictionaries were constructed with no particular
attention paid to their statistical characterist ics. For t his experiment the value of the
constant was set at 2.5. The results are summarized in t he following Tables .
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Table 10. Dictionary 1 (100 strings, average string length: 71.2)

Pins '" 0.03 Pins - 0.03 Pin s - 0.03 Pins - 0.05
Psub '" 0.03 Psub;= 0.03 P sub "" 0.05 Psub= 0.03
Pdel :c 0.03 Pdel = 0.05 Pdel = 0.03 Pdel '" 0.03

Strings Accuracy Strings Accuracy Strings Accuracy Stnngs AccuraCJ
accessed (%) eecessed (%) • ccessed (%) •eceseed (%)

Direct 100 89 .6 100 98.7 100 91.1 100 75.8
lmoroved 53 .73 95 .3 56.94 90 .0 48.6 85. 64.29 80.'

,

Table 11. Dictionary 2 (366 strings, average string length: 45.6)

Pins "" 0.03 Pins = 0.03 PinSE 0.03 Pins = 0 .05

Psub '" 0.03 Psub = 0.03 Psub= 0.05 Psub= 0.03
Pdel ,., 0.03 Pdel = 0.05 Pdel '" 0.03 Pdel = 0 .03

Strings Attu<acy Strings A=.", Strings A=a", Strings A=."
• eeessed (%) 8WfW1Sed (%) ecceseed (%. eeeessed (%) i

Direct 366 69.5 366 78 366 77.4 366 68.9 I
h~roved 34.0 90 .5 4. 84.' 31.7 85.3 45 .5 82.3

From the presented resul ts one can see that the suggested implementation
shows a significant advantage when applied to larger dictionaries, while application to
smaller dictionaries keeps performances close to direct application.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents one possible practical application of the constrained edit
based algorithm to search procedures . Some experiments were carried out to analyze
algorithm properties that ...e of particular importance In practical applications:
accuracy and time efficiency.

. From the simulation results we conclude the, the algorithm is characterized by
very good properties regarding accuracy- the algorithm produces correct results in 99%
of the cases if the string contains up to 50% damaged symbols.

The main drawback of the algorithm is its computational complexity and quite
large memory requirements for large dictionaries .

Based on the performed analysis we suggest one possible practical
implementation of the algorithm in search procedures. The main idea of the application
is to reduce the size of the dictionary assuming that lengths of strings reflect t heir
similarity and to improve the search using that assumption and proper organization of
the dictionary.

An important problem that still exists is determination of the multiplication
constant used in the suggested application. In the paper this constant is determined by. . . .
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